Edwards I. Secret society, secret sources? S Afr J Sci. 2016;112(3/4), Art. #a0150, 2 pages. http://dx.doi. org/10.17159/sajs.2016/a0150 Robin Brown's new book concerns Cecil John Rhode's, southern Africa's greatest jingo and racial supremacist, and a figure whose afterlife continues to bedevil South African's attempts to come to terms with their past. Published but months after the #RhodesMustFall movement began, Brown's South African book launch came with rousing prepublication and publication media fanfare with excerpts of the book appearing across the range of South African media.
Brown emphasises three issues: one is already known, one long insinuated, and the final one is Brown's pièce de résistance which form the thread through Secret Society: Rhode's wills and attached testimonies, Rhode's homosexuality; and, posthumously, a secret society of powerful and mostly homosexual men wielding unheralded behind-the-scenes power and influence in British and global politics. For Brown, Rhodes is seeking to shape the future -making history -from beyond the grave.
In a dramatic statement on Rhode's intentions, Brown quotes Rhodes as writing in his Confession, in 1877: When dealing with a secret society and the Round Table, Brown assumes the existence and importance of this group, then puts evidence in place to confirm such a priori assumptions. Brown continually uses words such as 'perhaps' and 'almost certainly' (p. 185), 'more than likely' (p. 204), 'highly likely', 'unlikely', 'may even', and 'only logical scenario' (p. 210-211). Scholarly analysis is not constructed by repeated inference and supposition.
Rhodes was fascinated by a secret society run along semi-religious lines. He was initiated into Freemasonry whilst at Oxford, yet, in his Confession of 1877, Rhodes clearly expressed his disdain for Freemasonry, as lacking clear purpose and vision beyond itself. However, to take the existence of a secret society, as initiated by Rhodes, and draw a posthumous continuum to Chatham House, the Round Table Movement Brown simply and inadequately cites this key source as 'Brett's Journals' (Chapter 16, footnote 4). However, as Esher died in 1930, these journals can hardly account for all the unreferenced primary source material Brown uses so extensively to posit for his Secret Society influence in the first half of the 20th century.
In his acceptance speech at the Democratic National Convention in 1992, Clinton made positive mention of Carrol Quigley, one of his professors whilst an undergraduate at Georgetown University. Clinton noted that Quigley 'said to us that America was the greatest country in the history of the world because our people have always believed in two things: that tomorrow can be better than today and that every one of us has a personal, moral responsibility to make it so'. 8 In his autobiography, Clinton expands on why Quigley made such an impression on him, to the extent that '[f]rom the 1992 campaign through my two terms in office, I quoted Professor Quigley's line often, hoping it would spur my fellow Americans, and me, to practise what he preached'. Clinton's reasons for respecting Quigley are perfectly appropriate. Quigley was an eminent and inspiring scholar of civilisations. 9 However, at the time and shortly after the Democratic Convention, Clinton's attitude to Quigley aroused curious comments. For Quigley, who died in 1977, was not only a renowned theorist of the evolution of civilisations, but also intent upon exposing an Anglo-American elite cabal influencing global affairs. Amongst Quigley's other public supporters was the ultra-conservative John Birch Society. To many, Quigley was not only an historian, but also a conspiracy theorist. 10 Professor Quigley's main area of research was on the Rhodes-Milner Round Robin Brown needs to provide a professionally listed bibliography of consulted sources; clarify, in accordance with scholarly protocols, the provenance of his references and quotes; and explain why core primary and secondary sources -surely material essential to his dramatic publicity-claiming assertions -show no signs of having been consulted. Failing this, Secret Society has no legitimacy.
